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The present Orbiting Astronomical Observatory (OAO-A2) is de-
signed to point its optical axis to any location on the celestial sphere,
and then maintain that pointing within one minute of are while making
astronomical observations. This is accomplished under control of six
two-axis gimballed startrackers. In order to ensure this precision the
startrackers must be properly aligned relative to each other and to the
spacecraft structure. Since this alignment can change due to thermal
and launch stresses, the alignment must be performed after '.he space-
craft is in orbit.
Four misalignment parameters are modeled for each startracker:
the three rotational misalignments about the coordinate axes, and a
null shift in the inner gimbal. Then two procedures for estimating these
parameters from in-orbit telemetry are analyzed. The special pro-
cedure, which applies when the spacecraft attitude is perfectly known,
involves expressing the known true direction cosines of the guide star
in terms of the measured gimbal angles and the four unknown misalign-
ment parameters. The general procedure, which applies when the
spacecraft attitude is known only to be near nominal, involves con-
sidering the trackers by pairs. For each pair, the known true angle
between the pair of guide stars is expressed in terms of the measured
gimbal angles and the eight unknown misalignment parameters.
Some problems encountered in the use of these procedures are
briefly described, and the actual misalignment parameters estimated
in-orbit on the OAO-A2 are presented.
lx
I. INTRODUCTION
The Orbiting Astronomical Observatory (OAO) is
designed to maintain precise pointings in space within
one minute of are under the control of six two-axis
gimballed startrackers. Such precision cannot be
maintained unless the startrackers are aligned relative
to one another and to the spacecraft structure to the
same order of magnitude. Launch vibration and thermal
stresses cause alignment deviations which must be
calibrated out while the spacecraft is in orbit.
In this paper, the mathematical analysis of tech-
niques for performing this calibration on the OAO is
developed. Then some problems peculiar to the OAO
are discussed briefly, and actual misalignment param-
eters estimated in-orbit on the OAO •A2 are presented.
II. GENERAL DISCUSSION
The Orbiting Astronomical Observatory (OAO) was
launched successfully on December 7, 1968. Two days
later, its six gimballed startrackers were turned on,
directed through a computer-controlled star search
pattern, and successfully acquired their predetermined
guide stars. Thus began one of the most complex con-
trol procedures ever attempted, as the Support Com-
puter Program System (SCPS) at Goddard Space Flight
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Center took on the 24-hour-a-day task of directing and
maintaining the spacecraft pointing axis to preassigned
targets within one minute of arc. This is the design
pointing accuracy in the coarse-pointing mode, in which
control is derived from the gimballed startrackers.1
Any desired attitude in space can in theory be
maintained simply by calculating the gimbal angles re-
quired to point two or more startrackers at predeter-
mined noncollinear guide stars. If the trackers are
then directed at these guide stars and the actual gimbal
angles required to do this are observed, the error
angles between the observed and computed gimbal angles
can be processed to provide control signals for re-
storing the spacecraft to the nominal attitude.
Many practical problems arise to complicate the
picture. Lack of control stability arises for some track-
ing configurations, especially near collinearity of two
trackers. Occulting bodies are troublesome, specifi-
cally the "effective" earth, which has a diameter of 104°
at the 500-mile orbital altitude of the OAO. As seen
from the spacecraft, the earth revolves about th- OAO
once every orbital period (about 100 minutes). This
makes it necessary for the SCPS to provide alternate
startracker-star pairs, which are switched out of or
into the control loop as various guide stars become
occulted or unocculted.
The practical problem being addressed in this
paper is the post-launch alignment of the gimballed
startrackers. Prior to launch, the startrackers are
precisely aligned, in the sense that the directions of
their optical and gimbal axes are fixed in the control
coordinate system. The misalignments from nominal
(perfect orthogonality) are then entered into the com-
putational model of the spacecraft in the SCPS, so that
corrections to the gimbal commands can be computed
which will ensure that the startrackers are accurately
pointed. During launch, however, violent stresses
occur which change these misalignments. On OAO-A2,
these changes have been as large as five arcminutes.
Even in the orbital environment, thermal stresses
cause measurable changes in the misalignments. On
OAO-A2, a 180" roll about t he spacecraft optical axis
causes changes greater than one arcminute in some
misalignments. It is clear that such misalignment
discrepancies are intolerable if the desired coarse
pointing accuracy of one arcminute is to be maintained.
Even if pointing accuracy were not a problem, pointing
precision is. Data quality is greatly degraded when
misaligned trackers, dronping out of or coming into the
control loop as their stars become occulte; or unoc-
culted, cause large movement of the spacecraft pointing
axis.
III. 1IATIlEMATICAL MODELS
A. Notational Preliminaries
The mathematics employed in the ensuing a aysis
is almost exclusively the algebra of rotations, since
abstractly the problem is one of locating various three-
dimensional rectangular coordinate systems, with a
common origin, with respect to one another. A nota-
tion of the form
will mean that a rotation R transforms vectors from
some coordinate system i to some other coordinate
system j . Comput<utionally ties means that if 0 is an
ordered triple representing a fixed abstract vector v in
some coordinate frame i, and j is some other coordinate
frame, then R is the matrix such that v i = R J'. Ob-
viously then c'	 RT v' , where the superscript T sig-
nifies the transpose. The notation
&---0
will mean that the transformation from the i coordinate
system to the j coordinate system is effected by rotating
the i coordinate s^,-stem in the positive sense (right-
hand rule) about its y-axis through an angle .,-, I. e. ,
C ,9 0
V i	 = 0 1 0 v'
s 0 C
where c	 Cos P, s5 = sin 6.
B. Mathematical Model of Spacecraft
The present application concerns only the relation-
ships among directions in space; hence the OAO space-
craft will be adequately modeled by considering only
its body-fixed axes, the "control" coordinate system
c. This is a standard right-hand orthogonal triad of
axes x, y . , z (Fig. 1). The Wisconsin Experiment
Package (WEP) experiment optics on OAO-A2 are
nominally aligned to the +x , -axis; the Smithsonian
I The follow-on spacecraft OAO-B and OAO-C will have a fine-pointing capability, in which control is derived
from the ex,)erim enter I s sensor. These spacecraft have design pointing accuracies in the one are second range.
Astrophysical Observatory (SAO) cameras are nomi-
nally aligned to the - x,,-axis.
The six startrackers are oriented one at each end
of the three coordinate axes, as shoN%m in Fig. 1. Local
tracker coordinate systems x k , y k , z k , k - 1, 2 9 • • •, 6,
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Fig. 1. Control Axis System
and Star Tracker Gimbal Locations
are defined such that the zenith position of tracker
k lies along the -xk-axis, the inner gimbal axis at
zenith' coincides with the y k -axis, and the outer
gimbal axis coincides with the z k -axis. Within the
local tracker k coordinate system, the outer and
inner gimbal phasing is defined according to the
right ascension-declination convention: outer gimbal
motion about the z,, -axis is positive counterclock-
wise, inner gimbal motion about the inner gimbal axis
is positive clockw+se. 3 These relationships are
shoN%gin in Fig.
Hence a star in the field of view of tracker k
with gimbal angles 7 k . µk (outer, inner, resp.) has
ZENITH
OGX	 OUTER GIMBAL AXIS
OUTER GIMBAL ANGLE
IGX	 INNER GIMBAL AXIS
µ	 INNER GIMBAL ANGLE
N	 NORMAL TO THE GIMBAL
PLANE ( the plane determined
by the two gimbal axes)
Fig. 2. Gimbal Angles
local coordinates
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This transformation is represented by the following
coordinate-transformation diagram:
a 	 µk
k	 k"
z	 -y
As each of the six local coordinate systems Is nom-
inally aligned parallel to some control set of axes, the
3
2The inner gimbal rides in the outer gimbal, so that the inner gimbal axis rotates with the outer gimbal. Hence
the inner gimbal axis coincides with the y,, -axis only for zero outer gimbal angle.
3 Phasing is defined in this way for the mathematical model; phasing in the physical spacecraft is slightly differ-
ent from that defined here.
3
nominal transformation R. from the control axis c to gimbal axis is always parallel to the z k -axis.	 Hence no
the system k has a matrix composed onl y of 0, A: separate parameter is necessary to represent this shift,
However, a null shift dis k in the inner gimlxil can
1	 0	 0	 -1	 0	 0 be separated from a misalignment about the tracker
R 1	-	 0	 0	 -1	 R1	 0	 -1	 p yk
-axis by taking a large outer gimbal angle, since this
separates the inner gimbal axis from the v k -axis.	 (The
0	 1	 0	 0	 0	 1 inner gimbal axis is parallel to the y k -axis onl- when
the outer gimbal axis is zero. 1
0	 1	 0	 0	 -1	 0
0	
1
Because d_ k masquerades as d k for zero outer
R 3	 1	 0	 0	 Ra	 -	 0	 0	 -1 gimbal angle, the sense of d k has been taken as that
of d" k , viz. , positive in the usual right-hand sense.
u	 0	 1	 1	 0	 0 This is opposite to the sense of the inner gimbal angle
itself, which is that of declination (declination is nega-
tiwe in the usual right-hand souse),
0	 0	 1	 '0	 0	 - 1
R 5	1	 0	 0	 R^	 0	 1	 0
0	 1	 0/	 1	 0	 0)
There are of course some misali},mments present
at launch.	 These misalignments are measured during
pre-launch calibration, and are included in the software
in the following +cat • .	 First, the initial rotational mis-
alignments are measured for each tracker and incor-
Each such transformation is represented by the follow- porated as an initial consLant small-angle rotation
ing diagram: matrix I • di, k .	 Second, the initial inner gimbal null
shift is incorporated in such away that the inner gimbal
command issued includes this null shift.
Rk
&
	 k) D.	 Summary
C. Mathematical Model of Misalignm nts
The misalignments modeled were, first, rotational
mi salignments dr k , d:- k , d. k (taken positive in the con-
ventional right-hand sense) about each of the tracker k
coordinate axes xk, y k , 'k. resp. These represent an
arbitrary misalignment of the tracker k gimbal plat-
form relative to the spacecraft structure as a whole.
Making the usual small-angle (first-order) approximations
Thus we have defined the following coordinate trans-
formation models for each tracker. In the nominal case,
the outer and inner gimbal angles =k , µ k , resp., are
computed based on the known attitude of the spacecraft
and the known misalignments d. k :
R k	 I + dtk	 k
^	 k	 k'	 k*
r.	
-w
Ca ... I ,	 sa .. a 0- I ,- 0
the misalignments can be represented by a small-angle
rotation matrix
	
1	 dPk	 -d1'k
I + d0 k 	- 1. k	 I	 d 
	
It 	 1
Second, there were also modeled shifts of the null
position in the inner and outer gimbals. A null shift in
the outer gimbal cannot be distinguished from a mis-
alignment about the tracker z k -axis, since the outer
These gimbal angles would nominally point the star-
tracker k line-of-eight directl y at the target star. Due
to unknown misalignments (14) k , d k, however, and to
the fact that the true spacecraft attitude could be some-
what removed from nominal, the tracker will not in
general find the target star at the commanded angles
k + '' k, but rather at measured angles - k , ..k slightly
different from o k , 4k . Hence including misalignments,
we have the following situation:
R	 I +dilk	 I -Clo k 	 k	 Nk - d'k
0	 k	 k	 k	 k`
(11c negative sign before 41 is due to the fact that
its sense is opposite to that of 4.) Thus for a
i
4
given star being tracked by a given tracker, we have
	
Now for an arbitrary angle a and a small angle 61, we
the following:	 can make the first-order approximations:
cos ( a +Aa) ti cosa - pa sin a .
U k 	 U 
R ,
	 -Y
^	
k	
k	 k'1	 ^k"k	 k	 k - d",k
k"
z	 -y
where R k ' - (I + dRk)Rk.
IV. MISALIGnIENT EQUATIONS
A. Known Spacecraft Attitude
First, consider the situation which would prevail
if the spacecraft attitude were perfectly known. Sup-
pose that at this attitude a certain startracker k views
a fixed star, at nominal gimbal angles o, u (outer and
inner, resp. 1. Due to misalignments, however, the
star is actually found at measured gimbal angles
a ' • a + &7, p ' • µ + Qu:
'	 u
-y
k'	 k'
I +	 +	 +a- d
k"
	
z	 -}
In coordinate system k * , the viewed star has coordi-
nates (1,0,0); in coordinate system k', the viewed star
has some coordinates V. Working backwards from sys-
tem k * to system k' b'v either path should lead to the
same coordinates V, hence we have the equation:
cos , 	-sin g 	0 	 (co5g	 0	 -sin e 	 1
lino	 Cos L7	 0	 0	 1	 0	 0
0	 0	 1	 sin µ	 0	 cos;	 0
	
1	 -dy	 dB
V	 dv	 1	 -dd
	(- dg	 d2	 1
(105(o+Aa)	 -sin(a+aa) 0
:n(o +Ga) 	cos ( a + 'na)	 0
0	 0	 1
cos(µ + Lau-d^)	 0	 -sin(u + A4_C10
	
1
0	 1	 0	 0
sin ( AA + Qu-dN)	 0	 cos (AA *Qu-ds)	 0
sin ( a +Aa) ti slna + Aa cosa
The misalignmentsdL, dP, d., d are assumed small,
and the errors 5a, -%u must therefore likewise be small.
Hence the right-hand member of the above equation can
be put in the form:
1 0 0 0 -dp dP
0 1 0	 + di 0 -d':
)]
0 0 1 -d9 dt 0
	
cosa	 - sin? 0
	
sin g 	cos^
	 0
0	 0	 1
-lino	 -cos?	 0
+ 1'r	 cosa	 -sin.	 0
	
0	 0	 0
	
cosµ	 0	 -sinus
0	 1	 0
	
sinµ	 0	 Cos .•
-sin.:	 0	 -cosa	 (1)
	
+ (qu - d;)
	 0	 0	 0	 0
cos	 0	 - sin u
	
0
Retaining only terms to : irst order in the small angles,
we have:
COs v co: µ 	 (Cos CO:LL
sin or	 sin vcosu
sinµ	 sin,.
0 -dy d9 cos	 cos µ
co+ do 0 -d c cos u
-d9 & 0 sine
5	 fv_
- sin -• cos .
+ ,^	 cos .7 cos
0
(_ cos= sine
d l
	
- sin ^ sin .
cos u
which leads to
0 sin" - sin , cos u Cos , sin
- sin u 0 Cos -' Cos µ Sin J sio
sin g cos u - con -' con .- 0 ' Cos
d:
sin	 cos.. Co'	 sin a
d' J
z - cos • cos .. sin	 sin
d; J
0 - cos -
d:
Thus if for a particular tracker, one re--ling of the te-
lemetry - ,	 is given, one can generate three
equations in that tracker's four unknown misalignments
d:, d , &, d .. If two readings are given representing
different pointings (and in particular, different +•:dues
of -), one can generate six equations in the four un-
knowns, and in general four of these will be irdepend-
ent, so that a unique solution may be obtained. If more
than tout equations are available, one may obtain a
least-squares solution.
13. Operational Considerations
The situation described above prevails only under
very artificial circumstances. On OAO-A2 the above
procedure was used to obtain initial rough estimates of
the post-launch misalignments as follows. There is
another stlrtracker, the boresighted stlrtracker, in
addition to the gimballed startrnekers, mounted on the
spacecraft. Its optical axis is aligned nominally :along
the -x , -axis. This stlrtracker was directed at a suit-
able star, then commanded to hold the spacecraft in
pitch and yaw, while one of the side-looking gimballed
startrackers was directed at a suitable star and com-
manded to hold the spacecraft in roll. The, following
:assumptions are made:
I. The boresighted stlrtracker is aligned to the
x' -axis
it. The side-locking cracker is aligned in the roll-
controlling gimbal
ill. The control system holds the spacecraft fired
Then one can in theory direct any of the five remaining
gimballed startrackers to several stars as outlined in
the previous section, and determine the misalignments
as described. This procedure was actually used during
the early orbital checkout to identify any large mis-
alignments present.
The assumptions made do not hold rigorously, of
course, and hence the method has limited precision.
The first assumption, that the lx)resighted sta:-
tracker is alitmed to the - x , -axis, is not too serious
for OAO-A2, for the axis of interest is the WEP optical
axis, and the experimenter has the Capability of meas-
uring the pitch and y:nv deviations of his optics from the
boresighted st^artracker optics. These deviations can
then be propagated through all the six gimixrlled star-
trackers as artificial misalignments in such a way that
the experimenter optics are properly pointed.
The second assunaptior, that the particular side-
looking tracker chosen accurately controls the roll co-
ordinate, is also not serious for the OAO-A_, for the
experiment opt'cs are not roll-sensitive. The roll co-
ordinate is used to maximize solar paddle power output
by rolling so as to align the solar paddle as nearly
normal to the sunline as possible. But the power output
varies like the cosine of the deviation from this optimum
roll angle, and hence is not sensitive to first-order
variations.
The final assumption mentioned above, that the
control system holds the spacecraft fixed, creates a
ulower bond on the precision obtainable with the method,
of about 15 areseconds. This order of precision has
actually been obtained under very tightly constrained
operations.
C. Unknown Spacecraft Attitude
The design pointing accuracy of the OAO-A3 under
gimballed st•rtracker control was one minute of arc.
To achieve this accuracy, gimballed startracker mis-
alignments must be known to at least the same order of
m.,gnitude. Hence it is desired to create an alignment
estimation technique which does not depend on knowing
the spacecraft attitude precisely.
This is accomplished by considering the tracking
startrackers by pairs. On the one hand, the angle be-
tween two stars individually tiring tracked by two cor-
responding startrackers is known precisely from star
catalogs. On the other hand, the angle between the
tracking startrackers as computed from the gimbal meas-
urements will differ from the true angle, and this dis-
c•reixurcy is assurned to be due to misalignments of the
trackers inv-)'ved. Consider the foNoving diagram:
R
^ -y
R . ,
r1 -Y
^^
The computed dot product between the trackers ; and
is given by
b'	 = g rc	 ! Ic
.where s ' ` are the measured (') coordinates of star
i i s in the control coordinate system ( c ). From the
diagram:
CO 
1
'
	
so ^'	 O 
T
X 1 1 c
	 R'' T	
-SO1	 co,	 0
0	 0	 1
 )
	
Cu	 0	 81;
i
	1	 CJ +' Cµ '
	
0	 1	 0	 0	 R' T s^ Cc
	
- sµ i '	 0	 cµi	 0	 su.'
Similarly for tracker j .
On the other hand, the true dot product between the
stars is known from the star catalog, and mad• be ex-
pressed as a function of the (unknown) misalignments
and the (known) measured angles:
z-y
C
LR 	 I ' (1 1 V	 v '	 u .' - d.'}
1	 1	 1^
z	
-w
Fig. 3.
Taking the dot product in the i ' coordinate system
b	 -	 s ,	 . ; ,
The difference io = b - b' is a function of the eight un-
known misalignments dr y , d ,; , , d. , d_%, d-- , , d , . j
d^{, i , di-,, and hence may be expressed to first order in
dffferential form:
o	 `	 o`	 , o
where the differential coefficients are all evaluated in
the nominal state, i.e., assuming zero misalignments.
For any given data reading, the discrepancy .'I) - b - b'
is computed from the known coordinates of the stars
and the data (the measured angles	 u,', o I', : ' ► .
The differential coefficients are also computed from the
data, as follows:
Ab = b - b' = s^	 s' -i"	 s
TdT	
d , 1,
	
, s ,' ' s+ )	 s i''	 awl
NOW
	
1	 d,y 1
	
-&P . T
	
I	 dd,	 s '
	
d9	 _d,;1
(The coordinate system i" is that of the misaligned star-
tracker i gimbal platform. Cf. Fig. :3.) hence
_C1,4,' d8
1 -dm .
dC^ 1
0 0	 0
0 0	 1 s i
,
0 1	 0
Evaluating s '• in the nominal state, this becomes
0 0 0
Cd r	 0
0 0 -1 s'^
0 1 0
0	 0	 0	 cvl'cµ'
0	 0	 -1	 soy' cµ1
0	 1	 0	 sµi'
1dsI'	 d
dd2^	 d r` ^	 `^'t
-dR
0
sail cµll/
r(d'%1 
\dam/ 
...r1^,b 1	 i.,
d l
7
Hence
0 \
d ^b
^dw^
(5 17
1
Io
.;	 C,,
0
^R'R'T 'S	 )T -SU,
; Cµ;
T
c? i ' CA
s.Y i 	Cµ^' R' R T -SU;
iu i SC i ' Cµ,
In a similar way,
U 
Ob 11d--^ I -	 s ^^' 0
o
-c:' i ' Cµ ` l
_VT +, Cµ +,
a Pb
ad., 'Si' m; Cu;
0
Finall	 .
ds 1^
^
1 d4, -&A
d
do
	 -d: 1
^ ca sa	 O	 T Cud	 0	 Su;	 T
So; co `	 0 0	 1	 0
0 0	 1 -S^j'	 0	 Cµ^
1	 0 -d'	 T	 1
(d-
0	 1 0
(0)
0
0 1
-dw1 dh 	 Co; Sµ i
(
1
'i-CIO	 dQ, I	 -cµ;	 J
At zero misalignments,
^' iµ1'
deb
dcL:. o	 s1'	 :" i4 1 )
-Cud
Me coetficientA
a %/ dGb	 d,%b	 d,,b
can be computed using the above formulas, due to the
symmetry, of i and j, simply by interchanging i and 1.
Hence the following equation in eight unknowns has been
generated:
d:
da+
dpi
dOj
dy
i
d.
, Nhere C i , , ca, are 1 • 4 matrices:
(cg, 
Clerk' T
Ck,	
-
	 S(7 It' 
Cµk	 Rk	 r
Suk
0	 6µ	 -iot Cµy	 Ca j S..,
	
0	 Ca j Cµj	 Sa j Sµ
,li0t CAt	 -CJj C-1, 0 	-CAt
Altogether in the system of the six gimballed star-
trackers, there are 24 unknowns, and the above Fq. (1)
may be regarded as one equation In 24 unknowns. Each
pair of tracking startrackers generates one such equa-
tion for each data reading. A set of three tracking star-
trackers taken by pairs generates three such equations,
and 'n general it set of n tracking st.artrackers generates
(2) such erp , ations (some redundant,.
Data readings are collected reuresenting many dif-
ferent values of	 .- for all trackers, and the equations
described above are generated. In this way a large
9
number of equations in the 2 .1 unknown misalignments
are generated. This system of equations is then solved
in the least-squares sense. The solutions represent
the least-squares estimates bought.
The quality of the estimates obtained is controlled
by processing several sets of data, so that the con-
sistency of each estimate may be monitored. Several
interesting characteristics have appeared as a result of
this quality evaluation. Some of these features are
discussed in the next section.
V. SPECIAL FEATURES
A. Tracker in or out of Control Loop
There are two tracking modes of startracker oper-
ation. In both modes, the -L.,rtracker is locked onto a
star (its guide star), and continuousl y reads out its
error angles "measured-minus-commanded" in both
gimbals.
In the usual operational mode, the .auto Track
Mode, these error signals are then resolved into com-
ponents of error about each of the three spacecraft
control axes, -nd averaged with similar components
from the other tracking startrackers. The average
error signals then control the spinning up or down of
inertia wheels to restore the spacecraft to its nominal
attitude. It is then clear that the error signals from a
tracker operating in the Auto Track Mode by themselves
give no information about the misalignments of that
tracker relative either to nominal or to any other
tracker. The spacecraft takes on attitudes near nom-
inal in response to all the Errors seen by all the track-
ing startrackers in the control loop; these attitudes are
away from nominal and hence generate additional errors
in all the trackers in the loop, including tht perfectly
aligned trackers. [fence it is not possible .n the Auto
Track Mode to separate errors due to misalignment
from errors due to other sources simply by observing
the errors from one startracker.
Another :racking mode of startracker operation,
the Forced Track Mode, is also available. if a star-
tracker is tracking in this mode, its error signals are
not mixed into the control loop. (The spacecraft at-
titude must be controlled by some other means, such
as by other gimballed startrackers, by the Rate and
Position Sensor (RAPS) accelerometer package, etc.)
If attitude reference can be maintained in a sufficiently
precise way, then the gimbal error signals read out
will actually represent the misalignments of the tracker
with respect to the reference coordinates being main-
tained. If conditions are right, this mode can be used
to obtain gross misalignment estimates fairly quickly,
as discussed in Sect:jn W. A.
B. Misalignment Reference
The 24 unknown misalignments are not all deter-
mined by the estimation procedure. Since only the
angles between pairs of startrackers are involved, there
is no fixed reference in the body axes to which all the
trackers can be aligned. Hence normally startracker
#1, the forward-looking tracker, is chosen as a refer-
ence and assigned zero rotational misalignments
d,t t = d" i = d. t = 0 (it may still have a nonzero inner
gimbal null shift &,). Then the remaining misalign-
ments are estimated by the procedure described. The
experimenter has the capability of determining the de-
viation in pitch and yaw of his optics from the star-
tracker #1 line-of-sight. It has already been noted that
the experiment is not roll-sensitive, so from that point
of view it is permissible to leave the roll reference
arbitrary.
Separation of & from d-
It has turned out to be more difficult than antici-
pated to separate d? from d- that is, to decide what
portion of the error appearing about the inner gimbal
axis is due to null shift d.+ in the inner gimbal and what
portion is due to rotational misalignment d'- of the gim-
bal platiorm about the tracker y-axis.
From Eq. (1), assuming that the other misalign-
ments have been determined, the pertinent equation for
some tracker i has 'he form
0	 d0'
-cv t ' cµ i')
c.^ t ' sµ .'
+ s '	 1Jt' sµ a ' d'	 = constant
-cu"
When o^' = 0, the inner gimbal axis and the y, -axis
coincide:
c..'	 = 1
	
sQ	 = 0
s.''	 0	 d-%a +0 ,	 = constant
-cµ+'
Thur only the sum dP i + d/3 can be determined. To sep-
arate d/3 irom d a , it is necessary L., take large values
of -7	 so that tha •:oefficients
sµ ^'
s'	 0
(-cori cµ i'
and
C7 i ' S
Sii	 till su
-cµ^
are sufficiently distinct.
If - ,' is small, then the difference between these
coefficients can be approximated to first-order:
S4.'ca.' s
s. i
	0	 - s.''	 ti ' sue.
_C- ' cu.'	 -c
Su{ - ca i ' sµi'
-so.i, sµi,
-cc,' cµ" + Cµ f
x s i ` '	 -
s' (7 '1 	 T.' co'
which is first order in the sma ll angle. If in addition,
« i ' is small, this becomes approximately
o^ µ
i^si	 µi
it
which is second order in small angles. Now in the
course of collecting data, a considerable portion of the
data will have both gimbal angles small enough to cause
difficulty in separating these parameters, since the
procedure followed by the computer in selectir; guide
star patterns favors small gimbal ankles.
D. Optimal Estimation
The above feature points out one of the limitations
of least-squares estimation in this application. Func-
tional dependence between parameters is not taken into
account. Furthermore the data are assumed to be rep-
resentative of all the parameters equally, hue to the
manner in which the da;a are collected, this require-
ment cannot be assured. For these reasons, it may be
necessary in the continuing development of this estima-
tion system to perform minimal variance estimation on
the data rather than simple least squares. Most of the
analysis ;or such a procedure can be found in Ref. 1.
VI. RESULTS
A. Launch-induced Misalignments
Table 1 lists the misalignments estimated to have
been caused by launch stresses. The figures given are
the differences between the prelaunch calibration meas-
urements and the earl y in-orbit estimates. 'These
values were determined by a variety of techni ques  and
data fits, and are given relative to startracker #1.4
The entries in Table 1 are given to the nearest 0.2 arc-
minute although their accuracy is probabh • not better
than 0.4 areminute.
Table 1. Luinch-induced Misalignments (arcmin)
Misalignment Parameter
Tracker #
d4^ d'? d 5 d 
1 0 0 0 0
`? 0.4 0.4 -1.0 1.4
3 -5.6 3.0 -1.0 0
4 -1.6 -3.0 -2.8 0
5 -0.6 -0.2 1.0 0.8
6 -3.0 -0.8 -5.6 0
These are significant misalignments. Alloying for
0.4 areminute error in the entries in Table 1, and even
assuming a complete inability to separate d.3 from dJ,
the rotational misalignments exceed 2.2 arcminutes
rms and 5 arcminutes maximum.
B. Thermal- i n&Lc-d Misalignments
The misalignments given in Table 1 produced ex-
ceptionally good pointings in the early orbits, witl.
gimbal errors consistently down in the 10-20 aresecond
range. But when operations with the alternate experi-
menter (SAO) commenced, the pointings degraded
markedly. The degradation is du? in some part to
r
4 A shift in the pointing of tracker ?, 1 relative to the experiment optics has been removed from the misalignments
reported in "fable 1, although it is included in the misalignment table for spacecraft operations.
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thermal fluctuation. In the early orbits, the operations
staff was gingerly in their movements of the spacecraft
and tended to operate in a restricted region of the ky.
Over a period of several orbits, the misalignments
stabilized at or near the values given in Table 1 above. 5
The SAO experimenter operates out of the opposite
end of the spacecraft from WEP, however. Since both
stay well away from the sun, this tends to expose the
opposite extremities of the spacecraft to the sun's rays.
The thermal bending which then takes place is felt to
contribute substantial additional misalignment to that
given in Table 1. Hence it was deemed advisable to
develop an additional (B) set of misalignments for SAO
operations. The differences B-A between this modified
set and the original (A) set are given in Table 2. These
are considered to be in some part thermal- 4 Auced
misalignments.
Table 2. Misalignment Differences B-A (arcmin)
Misalignment Parameter
Tracker #
dm	 d-	 dv	 dP
1	 0.4 1.0 0 0.4
2	 -1.8 -0.2 -1.6 1.4
3	 0.8 -1.2 -1.8 0.4
4	 0.2 3.0 0.6 -1.6
5	 -0.8 -0.8 0.2 -1.8
6	 0	 0.8	 0.8	 1.2
It should be noted that these B misalignments have
not succeeded in reducing the gimbal errors to those
experienced in the early orbits. The errors currently
run in the 30-50 aresecond range. One explanation for
this may be that the experimenter is currently ranging
over a much larger region of the celestial sphere due
to a spacecraft problem which is not of concern here.
It may be that the thermal fluctuations due to this ac-
tivity are contributing substantial variation in the
mivali,, nmL_ s.
still represent rotational misalignments jr. excess of
0.6 arcminutes rms and 1, 6 arcminutes maximum.
C. Conclusions
Significant gimballed startracker misalignments
on ti ; order of 2 to 5 arcminutes due to launch stresses
and 0. 5 to 1, 5 arcminutes due in part to thermal
stresses have been estimated on the OAO-A2 using
techniques described in this report. This magnitude of
misalignments, if uncorrected, would have represented
a substantial limitation to high-precision pointing under
gimballed startracker control. Using rather crude data
collection and estimation techniques, however, mis-
alignment parameters have been obtained of sufficient
precision to maintain (and in some constrained opera-
tions, to improve on) the OAO-A2 design pointing ac-
curacv of one arcminute. Using improved data collec-
tion techniques and optimal misalignment estimation, a
theoretical pointing capability under gimballed star-
tracker control of close to one-half arcminute in con-
strained operations is indicated.
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